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Hello All,
This is a brief point form report as it's been fairly quiet on the facilities/design front.
CANADA 150 GRANT AND DAYCARE SPACES GRANT- a few items still outstanding.
Barnes Construction: Flipping of the position of the CSAA closed kiosk board to its correction
spot, to be done shortly.
Leon Signs: They have completed their work. Design was for the log and letters to be pinned
off but they made an arbitrary decision not to do this. The designer was not happy but, not
going back! They have made their apologies.
Optimus Electric: New LED lighting installed on the exterior gym walls ( this will save a lot of
electricity so please let everyone know. Still have one wire to replace for the Clay Studio
signage (wire on order).
FN Painting: Still on hold until weather permits.
Bike racks - Richard Cooper will address this installation once the weather improves. It should
be easier that previously thought.
Sarah to address the installation of the lights above the kiosk and the up lights for the Marquee
when she returns in ten days or so. Cob bench - a generous offer has been made to make this
a partial donation if we find funds are short. She will also confer with Barry (possible donation
from a business) re the extra soil we need if funds are short.
Michael is still working on getting the gate made and installed. We will have to buy some rough
cedar as the various offers of wood donation were not the right material. He is also getting a
quote together to make a duplicate closed box for Barry to use for CSAA programmed, to be
located outside the entrance doors. I have mentioned that this is a priority.
Jens is going to attempt to reverse the EXIT and ENTRANCE signs in the parking lot.
In the immortal words of Bugs Bunny "Ab-adee, Ab-adee That's All Folks!

